Advisory Committee for Information Technology
Meeting Notes

MEETING DATE: 9/18/13   TIME: 1:30-3:00PM   LOCATION: 212 KERR HALL

ATTENDEES

GUESTS
David Turner, Laurie Eppler, Mark Cianca, John Guertin

UCSC Mobile Projects [D. Turner/P. McMillan]

See Mobile Project Update presentation for details.

OCR Requirements and Implementation of new UC IT Accessibility Policy [J. Phillips]

President Yudof approved the new University of California Policy on Information Technology Accessibility on Aug. 27 (see letter).

OCR agreement was signed and is in effect. The OCR agreement, as it pertains to electronic accessibility, outlines three obligations for the campus:

1) UCSC needs to specifically address the issues raised in the four systems identified in the complaint: eCommons, MyUCSC, CruzPay, and repair requests via ResNet.

   Side note: many improvements have been made already....

2) UCSC will need to ensure accessibility more broadly - adhere to WCAG 2.0 AA, as is the systemwide policy.

3) UCSC will need to provide a report on Feb. 28, 2014.

UCPath Updates [L. Eppler/M. Cianca/J. Guertin]

See UCPath Project Update – Laurie Eppler

See UCPath Project Priorities – Mark Cianca
Note: there has been a leadership change. Tony Lo is off the project as of Sept. 13. Sabu Varghese from BenMar Group has been brought on as a consultant. He is well-versed in the risks and opportunities of multi-location implementations.

See UCPath Technical Update – John Guertin

Next meeting: Wednesday, October 16 1:30-3PM 212 Kerr Hall